ATTENTION - SCAM ATTEMPTS! WE ASK FOR CAUTION.
Dear Sir or Madam,
we would like to inform you that recently more and more fraud attempts have been detected.
Unknown perpetrators give the appearance of working for the company Rettenmeier Holding AG and actively contact
you. They lure you with attractive offers and offer products that are in high demand at the best conditions.
Example: Abusively copied website

This is NOT our homepage. Official contents (e.g. brands, products) are copied. The website has no imprint. The
contact details are not ours.
We do NOT MAKE DIRECT SALES via internet platforms. There is only our form for online orders via our official
website https://www.rettenmeier.com/: exclusively for SELF-COLLECTION AT OUR RAMSTEIN-MIESENBACH
LOCATION and card payment on site!

Example: Misleading rettenmeier domain
To ensure that you land on our website, you should only use https://www.rettenmeier.com/.
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Example: Misuse of our certificates.

CERTIFICATE
Through an inspection on 2020 June 2nd we confirm that

Grand Wood Sp Z.O.O
ENplus ID-No.: SK 019
l. S. Goszczvnskiego 3137-700

Przemysl, Poland
Meets all requirements according to the program of ENplus for:

Wood pellet production A1
The certificate holder is a producer and shall be entitled to produce ENplus certified wood
pellets. The company is certified by the certification body Control Union Certifications
Germany GmbH as an independent third party.
This certificate authorizes the use of the ENplus logo in accordance with the provisions of

You can find our certifcates exclusively
at https://www.rettenmeier.com/de/service/download#c1395
the valid version
of the ENplus handbook.
Third parties trading under other names
with
numbers ENplus-ID: DE 058, Rettenmeier Holzindustrie
This certificate
is validthe
from certificate
20.07.2020 to 19.07.2023
Ramstein GmbH and ENplus ID-No: SK 019, Rettenmeier Tatra Timber s.r.o. are doing so illegally!
Berlin, 27.07.2020 is not guaranteed.
These are only examples. The completeness
Stamp, Signature

Place, Date

Anyone who has been the victim of fraud or suspects it should file a complaint.
This certificate is property of the certification body and must be returned on request. The audit is based on
rettenmeier is NOT your business partner
in such
transaction.
version 3.0a
of the
handbook by the European Pellet Council.
If you have any doubts about the correctness, please call directly your known contact person of rettenmeier or the
This certificate is property of the certification body and must be returned on request. The audit based on
version 3.0 of the handbook by the European Pellet Council.
head office in D-91634 Wilburgstetten under +49
(0) 9853 / 338-0.
Price and quantity information on our rettenmeier ENERGY WOOD is available exclusively at
egner.jochen@rettenmeier.com.
With kind regards

Dr. Stephan Lang, CEO Rettenmeier Holding AG
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